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EUROPEAN FEDERATION OF RADIO OPERATED MODEL AUTOMOBILES 
 

                                                         
                                                27th. June 2018. 

Dear Competitor, 
 
 
2018 - 1/10th OFF-ROAD  -  EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS  -  Reims, France  -  July 23 - 28.�
  
The organisers for the EC at Reims have now confirmed further details :- 
  
NOMINATED  TYRES  &  INSERTS :  
The Controlled Tyres and Inserts for the event are :-. 
 
      2WD Rear  --  JConcepts Dirt webs, Gold compound - Part # 3076-05.   Insert Dirt-Tech. Part #  3232.  
      4WD Rear  --        "            "              "          "                Part # 3076-05.    Insert Dirt Tech. Part #  3232. 
      4WD Front  --       "            "              "          "                 Part # 3078-05.   Insert Dirt Tech. Part #  3230.   
  
The price for a pair of Tyres with Inserts is 15 Euro. 
Reminder :-  Only Tyres and Inserts purchased from the Organiser at the event can be used in :- 
                     Controlled Practice, Qualifying and Finals.   
 
The Organisers have advised that tyre wear on this track is low and even the fastest drivers will do four runs on a set 
of tyres.  This has also been confirmed by drivers that entered the Warm-Up event.  Four sets of tyres should be all 
that is required for the each Class, including Practice, Qualifying and Finals. 
The Organisers tyre supplier is RC CONCEPT. 
Competitors can preorder tyres by mailing RC CONCEPT at :-   contact@rcconcept.net   Ensure that you clearly  
state your name and the number of tyres with Part # ’s that you require.  
  
LAP  TIMING  DECODER:  
The Organisers have confirmed they will be using MyLaps Decoder version 4.3.  This version will record all 
MyLaps direct powered transponders. 
Transponders not supplied by MyLaps can often be detected by this Decoder version, but competitors should 
be aware:- 
   “EFRA rules do not require the Time-Keeper to adjust results for missed laps or times, if a competitor is   
    using a transponder that is not recommended by the Decoder manufacturer”.  (GR 8.12.3). 
 
The TRACK: 
The organisers have confirmed that the track will not be used by anyone after 8th July. 
The track design will be the same that was used at the Warm-Up event.  The features are permanent and 
cannot easily be changed. 
 
CANPING, CARAVANS  &  MOTOR HOMES:�
Access to the camping area will be allowed from 15:00 hr. on Sat. 21st July. 
It is mandatory that any competitor wishing to use the Camping area must Reserve a place. 
Contact the Organiser at :-  reims.emc@infonie.fr for a reservation.   You should detail type of camping (Tent, 
Caravan, Motor Home etc.) and size of unit. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Paul Worsley.  (EFRA Chairman, 1/10th. Off-Road Section). 
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